Hypervariability of intronic simple (gt)n(ga)m repeats in HLA-DRB genes.
We have investigated the extent of DNA variability in intronic simple (gt)n(ga)m repeat sequences and correlated this to sequence polymorphisms in the flanking exon 2 of HLA-DRB genes. The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was used to amplify a DNA fragment containing exon 2 and the repeat region of intron 2. The PCR products were separated on sequencing gels in order to demonstrate length hypervariability of the (gt)n(ga)m repeats. In a parallel experiment, the PCR products were cloned and sequenced (each exon 2 plus adjacent simple repeats) to characterize the simple repeats in relation to the HLA-DRB sequences. In a panel of 25 DRB1, DRB4, and DRB5 alleles new sequences were not detected. Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) subtyping of serologically defined haplotypes corresponds to translated DNA sequences in 85% of the cases, the exceptions involving unusual DR/DQ combinations. Many identical DRB1 alleles can be distinguished on the basis of their adjacent simple repeats. We found group-specific organization of the repeats: the DRw52 supergroup repeats differ from those of DRB1*0101, DRB4*0101, and DRB5*0101 alleles and from those of pseudogenes. Finally, we amplified baboon DNA and found a DRB allele with extensive similarity to DRB1 sequences of the DRw52 supergroup. The simple repeat of the baboon gene, however, resembles that of human pseudogenes. In addition to further subtyping, the parallel study of polymorphic protein and hypervariable DNA alleles may allow conclusions to be drawn on the relationships between the DRB genes and perhaps also on the theory of trans-species evolution.